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VIPs Virtual Warehouse Brings  

the Benefits of XML to the Masses 

 

VIP Computer Centre Ltd (VIP), the UK’s leading independent distributor of computer 

components and peripherals, today announced ‘DAS’, a new customisable ‘Data 

Access Solution’ which allows resellers to quickly and easily populate their website with 

pricing and stock information. 

 

After one initial download, DAS imports live VIP pricing and stock information, enabling 

resellers to filter out unnecessary data for quick access to the information that they 

need, whenever they need it. 

 

Customers can enjoy the benefits of the large quantities of stock held by VIP, enabling 

them to save money by eliminating the need to hold stock, reducing insurance 

premiums and the cost implication of housing stock.  Topically, fluctuating currencies no 

longer pose the very real risk that companies across the globe have been facing of late, 

as resellers can order stock on the day it is required and sold straight on to their 

customers.  With convenient scheduling options, resellers can update-on-demand, 

populating their websites ‘as and when’ required. 
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Patrick Smith, IT Manager at VIP, commented: “VIP recognises that in the current 

economic climate every penny and every minute counts to our customers. We are, 

therefore, very pleased to release this application, as it will greatly simplify the way 

customers access and use the VIP XML product data feed. Our ‘Data Access Solution’ 

(DAS) is designed to provide our customers with product information, including ‘Stock’, 

‘Price’ and ‘Technical Specifications’, in a way that is easy to incorporate into their own 

applications, significantly reducing development times and costs.” 

 

- ends - 

 

About VIP Computer Centre Limited 
VIP Computers is the UK’s largest independent distributor of components, peripherals and consumer 
products.  VIP concentrates on supplying the channel and partnering with its customers & vendors for 
mutual success.  VIP provides a wide portfolio of products and has a state of the art logistics and online 
ordering facilities.  VIP is an industry respected and award winning pan-European distributor based in 
UK, with offices in Holland, Spain and Taiwan.  Group turnover was in excess of £163m for the year 
ending June 2008 and VIP was ranked for the third consecutive year in The Sunday Times Top Track 
250. 
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